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THIS DAY IN REDS HISTORY 
 

1984-Peter Ueberroth is elected Commissioner by a unanimous vote, effective October 1. Ueberroth will hold the position 

until 1988, when he does not seek a second term, instead helping to promote Bart Giamatti to the role  
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Mahle not your typical young hurler 

Reds love that righty 'more evolved' than normal 23 year olds 

By Mark Sheldon MLB.com @m_sheldon 

Mar. 2nd, 2018 

 

GOODYEAR, Ariz. -- As a kid growing up in Southern California, Reds pitcher Tyler Mahle liked to do his own thing. That 

included playing baseball with two older brothers in the same house. 

 

One of Mahle's brothers, Greg, is a lefty pitcher in the Angels' system. 

 

"They'd go out and hit in the cage in our backyard. And I wouldn't go out there," Mahle explained. "Then, once they came in, I 

would go out there by myself and hit off the tee. I was a young kid. I don't know why. I've always been like that, just to myself, 

doing my own thing." 

 

That's not unlike Mahle's life in the Reds' clubhouse filled with several young pitchers. Though many players are outgoing or chatty, 

the 23-year-old right-hander is often content to sit quietly at his locker and not draw much attention. 

 

However, Mahle has stuff from the mound that's been hard not to notice for Cincinnati. He is competing with Sal Romano, Michael 

Lorenzen and Robert Stephenson -- among others -- for a spot in the rotation. 

 

"I think he's just more evolved than most pitchers his age. Fastball command, sometimes, is that last thing to show up. It's unusual 

for it to be the first thing," Reds manager Bryan Price said. "Usually the first two things that show up when you sign a young pitcher 

[are] arm strength and a good breaking ball. He showed up with really good fastball command, some good deception and an evolved 

feel for pitching. 

 

"Considering his age, he doesn't have a lot of contemporaries in that regard for such a young, inexperienced pitcher." 

 

Mahle is the fifth-ranked Reds prospect, according to MLBPipeline, and No. 84 overall. Of the pitchers vying for the rotation, he 

has the least experience. 

 

In four 2017 big league starts, Mahle posted a 2.70 ERA and 1.50 WHIP after he had a 2.06 ERA and .96 WHIP in 24 starts and 

144 1/3 innings combined at Double-A Pensacola and Triple-A Louisville. 

 

Mahle felt his numbers were a little deceptive in the big leagues. He put a lot of runners on base with 19 hits and 11 walks in 20 

innings while striking out 14. 

 

"I wasn't efficient at all. I would like that to change," Mahle said. "My go-to is being efficient and eating up innings. But I was able 

to get out of a lot of jams, mainly using my fastball. Once the consistency with the changeup and slider come around and I'm able to 

throw them for strikes, the efficiency will come." 

 

For Mahle, consistency begins with command of his four-seam fastball. According to Statcast™, it was the pitch he used 65 percent 

of the time in his Major League outings. He got swings 43 percent of the time as it averaged 93 mph. 

 

While Luis Castillo, Romano or Lorenzen are typically power pitchers able to consistently reach the high 90s mph, Mahle varies the 

velocity of his fastball. 



 

"There are times that he's above 95 and times where he'll drop it down below 90," Price said. "His velocity bracket on his fastball is 

typically anywhere from 86-96. And that's intentional. Adding and subtracting velocity kind of lends itself to the point that he's 

more evolved than most." 

 

Mahle pitched two perfect innings of relief on Tuesday vs. the Brewers and struck out three. He is next scheduled to pitch out of the 

bullpen on Sunday vs. the Royals. This is his first big league camp with a job at stake, but he isn't changing his approach. 

 

"I'm going about it the same, doing what I know how to do and going out there and competing," Mahle said. "I'm just working on 

my stuff and making sure I am ready for the season." 

 

 

Garrett continues to make hitters look silly 

Lefty strikes out first six batters he faced Friday in bid for rotation 

By Mark Sheldon MLB.com @m_sheldon 

Mar. 2nd, 2018 

 

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. -- Through two appearances this spring, pitcher Amir Garrett has shown to be resolute in his bid to pitch his 

way into the Reds' rotation. 

 

Garrett enjoyed another dominant performance while working three innings of relief in the Reds' 3-2 win over the Giants on Friday. 

In three scoreless innings, the lefty struck out the first six batters he faced. 

 

"I'm on a mission right now. Nobody is going to stop that. I am very determined," Garrett said. "I am going out there every outing to 

prove something, to earn back what was mine. I'm going out there and just having fun, but I'm handling business as well." 

 

In his previous outing on Sunday vs. the White Sox, Garrett struck out four of the six batters he faced in two perfect innings. 

 

The strikeout streak ended in the eighth inning, when Giants leadoff batter Orlando Calixte reached on an error by shortstop Nick 

Senzel. Garrett got three consecutive groundouts to retire the rest of the side in order. 

 

"I'm working on stuff still, location of pitches and, as you can see, it's working a little bit better for me," Garrett said. "I'm changing 

grips on some stuff. I'm able to get guys out and just go out there and pitch." 

 

Against Chicago in the final two innings of the previous game, Garrett faced mostly prospects, including the heralded Luis Robert, 

the No. 28 ranked prospect, according to MLB Pipeline. Even though Garrett was working the later innings against San Francisco as 

well, he saw mostly big league hitters. 

 

"He just came in, he's ready," Reds manager Bryan Price said. "His arm slot is where it needs to be, his delivery is repeatable and 

he's throwing three quality pitches. At this point in time in the season, early in Spring Training, to be this sharp really has kind of 

put him out in front of the pack as a standout." 

 

Garrett, 25, pitched his way on to the Opening Day roster last season. But he often struggled as a rookie, going 3-8 with 7.39 ERA 

and 1.61 WHIP in 16 games, including 14 starts. He also battled inflammation in his right hip. 

 

Heading into camp, Price handicapped the competition and had Garrett near the bottom of the list of rotation contenders. A chance 

to make the bullpen is also possible. Could he elevate his way ahead of others in the rotation battle? 

 

"Throw the strikeouts out -- it makes it more impressive, but commanding the strike zone, showing better velocity and better pitch 

quality, it does stand out, no doubt about that," Price said. "That's really what he needs to do is he needs to show he's one of the best 

12 to make this staff. He's done nothing to hurt himself." 

 

Injury report 

 

Second baseman Dilson Herrera is dealing with inflammation in his surgically repaired right shoulder and hasn't played in a game 

since Wednesday. 

 

"He'll be back in there most likely on [March 4]," Price said. "We don't see it as a major setback. It's just part of the recovery of the 

surgery he had on the back of his shoulder." 

 

Herrera had shoulder issues that hindered his 2017 Spring Training, and he had right shoulder surgery on Aug. 1. One thing to be 

aware of is Herrera is out of Minor League options as he tries to earn a roster spot on the bench. 



 

Lefty pitcher Joe Mantiply has been dealing with what Price called "Spring Training tenderness," and the club will be conservative 

and holding him back for a couple of days. 

 

Lefty claimed off waivers 

 

The Reds claimed left-handed pitcher Jairo Labourt off waivers from the Tigers on Friday, and promptly sent him to the Minor 

League camp. To make room for Labourt on the 40-man roster, pitcher Rookie Davis (October hip surgery) was placed on the 60-

day disabled list. 

 

Labourt, who turns 24 on March 7, pitched at three Minor League levels last season, including Triple-A, and produced a 2.17 ERA 

in 45 games. In six big league games for Detroit, he posted a 4.50 ERA. 

 

First camp cuts 

 

On Friday morning, the Reds made their first spring roster cuts. Right-handed pitchers Barrett Astin, Ben Rowen and Domingo 

Tapia were re-assigned to the Minor League camp. 

 

Cincinnati's Spring Training roster is at 62 players after the transactions. 

 

Up next 

 

The Reds will face the Cubs at 3:05 p.m. ET on Saturday in Mesa. Luis Castillo will start for Cincinnati while Robert Stephenson 

will follow from the bullpen. 

 

CINCINNATI ENQUIRER 
 

Spring Training: Reds beat the Giants with 9th inning magic 

Adam Baum, abaum@enquirer.com  

Published 6:26 p.m. ET March 2, 2018 

 

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. – For the second game in a row, the Reds needed a rally in the ninth to get by the San Francisco Giants 3-2 

Friday at Scottsdale Stadium.  

 

The game in three paragraphs: 

 

After a scoreless two-inning start that included three strikeouts in his first spring training outing Sunday, right-hander Homer Bailey 

hit the hill again Friday and the outing didn't go quite as smooth as the first. Bailey gave up two home runs. The first was a second-

inning towering shot by Kyle Jensen, then a line drive that snuck out in the third by Steven Duggar. Bailey went three innings, 

allowed two hits, one walk and two earned runs with one strikeout, but it was Amir Garrett who stole the show on the mound. In 

three innings of relief, Garrett struck out the first six batters he faced. Now this spring, Garrett's struck out 10 of the 16 batters he's 

faced.  

 

Facing a 2-0 deficit in the sixth inning, José Peraza walked and then scored on an RBI double from Jesse Winker. Devin Mesoraco 

tied the game with an RBI single, his second hit of the game. It was some two-out magic in the ninth that gave the Reds their second 

straight win of the spring. Darnell Sweeney doubled and Phillip Ervin singled him home to give the Reds a 3-2 edge.  

 

Reds manager Bryan Price said of Bailey: “Homer made a couple mistakes, a hanging slider and a fastball he didn’t get in to 

Duggar. Beyond that I thought he was really good, he’s been really wanting to focus on the curveball and fastball command and  

made some great fastball location pitches in his last inning and the curveball was there all game so I really like that. Overall 

command and pitch quality will grow as the spring moves forward but I was happy he went out there and made his three-inning 

appearance and looked good in the aftermath.” 

 

Up next 

 

Right-hander Luis Castillo will be back on the bump Saturday for his second start this spring against the Chicago Cubs and right-

hander Tyler Chatwood at Sloan Park at 3:05 p.m. (700 WLW). 

 

 

 

 



Cincinnati Reds lefty Amir Garrett shines again, continues dominant spring 

Adam Baum, abaum@enquirer.com  

Published 6:38 p.m. ET March 2, 2018 | Updated 9:57 p.m. ET March 2, 2018 

 

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. – "I'm on a mission right now. Nobody is going to stop that."  

 

That's the first thing Reds left-hander Amir Garrett said to reporters Friday following another strong outing this spring.  

 

Garrett, who now has 10 strikeouts against 16 batters faced in five scoreless and hitless innings this spring training, threw three 

innings Friday and struck out the side in the first two.  

 

Reds manager Bryan Price called it: “A dare to be noticed type of approach here. He just came in, he’s ready. His arm slot's where it 

needs to be, his delivery’s repeatable and he’s throwing three quality pitches. At this point in time in the season, early in spring 

training, to be this sharp really has kind of put him out in front of the pack as a standout.” 

 

Garrett, who's coming off a rocky regular season in which he posted a 7.36 earned-run average in 70 ⅔ innings, continued: "I am 

very determined. I am going out there every outing to prove something, to earn back what was mine. I’m going out there and just 

having fun but I’m handling business as well."  

 

On Friday's performance, Garrett said: “My slider was really good. I felt like a couple of pitches at the end, got the groundballs and 

even though they worked to my favor, were just a little bit not as sharp as before in the inning. I’m working on stuff still,  location of 

pitches and as you can see, it’s working a little bit better for me. I’m changing grips on some stuff. I’m able to get guys out and just 

go out there and pitch.” 

 

One area Garrett's regained from last season is a simple one, and it's usually where baseball begins for all ballplayers: fun.  

 

“That’s one thing I actually lost last year. I wasn’t having fun that much," said Garrett. "When I go out there and have fun and don’t 

think, good things happen. When I go out there and try to be too serious, I’m too serious on the mound, things don’t go well. when 

I’m having fun, things go well.” 

 

Only one of the 16 batters Garrett's faced this spring has reached base and it was on an error.  

 

“This is what you gotta do," said Price. "He’s coming off a tough year both in the big leagues and in AAA and we know that his 

history prior to 2017 was that he was probably our top organizational pitcher as far as performance goes and this is performance. 

Throw the strikeouts out – it makes it more impressive – but commanding the strike zone, showing better velocity and better pitch 

quality, it does stand out, no doubt about that. That’s really what he needs to do is he needs to show he’s one of the best 12 to make 

this staff. He’s done nothing to hurt himself." 

 

 

Jared Hughes is happy to be with the Cincinnati Reds, his addition to the bullpen could make fans happy as well 

John Fay, jfay@enquirer.com  

Published 12:05 p.m. ET March 2, 2018 | Updated 2:41 p.m. ET March 2, 2018 

 

GOODYEAR, Ariz. — If the Cincinnati Reds were looking at the happy-to-be-here factor,  Jared Hughes was the perfect signing.  

 

Hughes, the 32-year-old right-hander, is one cheery fellow. He says hello to everyone, converses with all his teammates and would 

make the ideal season-ticket salesman. 

 

“I know the city well,” he said. “I know a lot of the players well. I’ve seen the direction the organization is going, and I really like it. 

I think we have the best lineup in baseball, and I think this year, when our pitching clicks, we’re going to be one of hardest teams to 

beat in baseball.”  

 

Bob Castellini didn’t pay Hughes to say that.  

 

But Hughes is the Reds’ biggest free-agent acquisition of the offseason. Hughes’ two-year, $4.5 million contract is beyond modest 

by modern baseball standards. But it could be money well spent if Hughes can stabilize the bullpen. 

 

He went 5-3 with a 3.02 ERA in 67 games last year with the Milwaukee Brewers. Before that, he was one of the setup men for the 

Pittsburgh Pirates. Over the last four years, Hughes has averaged 68 games and put up a 2.55 ERA.  

 

Hughes has been a late-inning guy since establishing himself as a top reliever. Where Hughes fits in the with Reds remains to be 

seen. But right now, he and fellow free-agent signee, David Hernandez, are the top candidates for the eighth inning. 



 

Where Michael Lorenzen, currently auditioning as a starter, ends up could affect that eventually. 

 

“With the additions of Hughes and Hernandez,” Reds manager Bryan Price said, “the need to have Michael available as often as 

we’d like on Opening Day is diminished.” 

 

As for Hughes?  

 

“The thing is I’ll pitch whenever needed,” he said. “I’ll pitch from the first pitch of the game until the last pitch. I have no pride over 

where I pitch in a game – other than that I’m going to go out there and do my job.” 

 

The seeds for Hughes’ arrival with the Reds were sown in 2012. 

 

“I met Bryan Price that year,” Hughes said. “Juan Cruz introduced us in the outfield. I really liked (Price). I said to myself, ‘I would 

love to play for him one day.’” 

 

Hughes may be familiar to the Reds fans because of an incident with Brandon Phillips in 2012. Phillips claimed Hughes used a 

racially derogatory term after hitting Phillips with a pitch. Hughes vehemently denied it.  

 

He and Phillips later spoke and cleared the air. That was not a factor Hughes considered before signing with the Reds. 

 

“That was a one-on-one thing,” Hughes said. “It was a miscommunication at the time. I didn’t say what he thought I said. We talked 

later about, and it’s in the past.  

 

“After that, the only thing I knew about the Reds was that they were really good. I’ve been in multiple bench-clearing with 

Cincinnati when I was with the other teams. When you’re good and the other team is good, tensions get hot. That’s what is great 

about this game.” 

 

Great American Ball Park is not the ideal landing spot for pitchers. But Hughes has been successful there. He has a 2.11 ERA over 

21 appearances.  

 

Hughes is 6-foot-7, 240 pounds and he pitches downhill, as they say. His fastball averaged 94.6 mph last year with good sink. His 

ground-ball rate of 62.2 percent was ninth best in the majors among pitchers with more than 50 innings.  

 

“I think I’m suited for Great American,” he said. “I’ve thrown there a lot. I know I’m the best anywhere when the ball’s down, and 

I’m executing my pitches. When I’m not executing my pitches, it doesn’t matter what ballpark I’m playing in.” 

 

“I’m going to continue to make my pitches.” 

 

Three weeks or so into spring training, Hughes is very happy with his decision. 

 

“I enjoy the guys,” he said. “I’m getting to know guys I didn’t know before. It’s definitely a good clubhouse. I think when we build 

upon our camaraderie and mold together this year and start clicking, this is going to be the best clubhouse in the league and make 

other people fear showing up in Cincinnati.” 

 

There’s that season-ticket speech again. 

 

 

Cincinnati Reds working to overcome 'sloppy' start to spring training 

Adam Baum, abaum@enquirer.com  

Published 11:52 a.m. ET March 2, 2018 | Updated 2:57 p.m. ET March 2, 2018 

 

GOODYEAR, Ariz. – There are a number of ways to look at how the Cincinnati Reds have fared in the first week of spring training 

competition. 

 

The starting pitching has been pretty impressive while the Reds have gone 2-5-1. Spring is never about a record, but Reds manager 

Bryan Price admitted his team has played some sloppy baseball so far. That's not surprising for the first week of spring games, but 

there is a reason to believe it can work itself out.  

 

"We've brought our attention to the fact that we were playing some sloppy baseball and that we needed to tighten some things up, 

but the pre-game workload has been great; getting good effort," Price said Friday morning, the day after a come-from-behind walk-

off win. "I don't think anyone's taking anything for granted here with this club, we know where we're coming from."  



 

Working out those kinks is what spring is all about, and the game has progressed in a way where players are getting looks in 

different positions they may not be accustomed to.  

 

"First thing you have to do is you have to acknowledge we've got a lot of first-time big-league camp guys here," Price said. "The 

way the game has gone is we've taken it to where we're looking at a lot of guys in different positions, so you'll have a kid like 

(Brandon) Dixon who's playing corner outfield, corner infield; (Alex) Blandino all over the infield; Rosell Herrera everywhere. So 

certain mistakes, I don't want to say you expect it, but not surprised by it.  

 

"I don't think there's a lack of excitement or energy. So far there's been somewhat of a lack of playing good, smart, intelligent 

baseball and part of that can be attributed to the fact that I've got a lot of moving pieces here. Guys playing positions they're 

unfamiliar with, but I think we've got some good athletes in camp. I think everyone's motivated because they're playing regularly."  

 

MAHLE MAKING MOVES: As John Fay pointed out, Tyler Mahle may lack for experience, but the right-handed pitcher's 

numbers tell a different story.  

 

In a heated race for the starting pitching rotation, Mahle's "just more evolved than most pitchers his age," Price said Friday. 

"Fastball command, sometimes, is that last thing to show up. It’s unusual for it to be the first thing. You look at stuff, general arm 

strength and a secondary pitch – a hard breaking ball – are usually the first two things that show up when you sign a young pitcher – 

arm strength and a good breaking ball. He showed up with really good fastball command, some good deception and an evolved feel 

for pitching. Slider and changeup have both gotten better, the changeup in particular. When I talked about him being advanced from 

a mound presence, being comfortable in competition, considering his age, he doesn’t have a lot of contemporaries in that regard for 

such a young, inexperienced pitcher.” 

 

Part of that evolution is due to the fact that he can play with the velocity of his fastball in an intelligent way, which may not classify 

Mahle as a power pitcher.  

 

“He’s not (a power pitcher) only because he modifies the velocity of his fastball," said Price. "There are times that he’s above 95 

and times where he’ll drop it down below 90. His velocity bracket on his fastball is typically anywhere from 86-96. And that’s 

intentional. Adding and subtracting velocity kind of lends itself to the point that he’s more evolved than most.” 

 

TRANSACTIONS: The Reds claimed off waivers from the Tigers left-handed pitcher Jairo Labourt and placed on the 60-day 

disabled list right-handed pitcher Rookie Davis (right hip). Labourt was optioned to minor league camp. 

 

Earlier Friday, the Reds reassigned to minor league camp right-handed pitchers Barrett Astin, Ben Rowen and Domingo Tapia. 

 

INJURY UPDATE: The Reds have had a relatively healthy spring so far. Other than outfielder Jose Siri, who Price said Friday 

likely won't play again this spring after injuring his thumb colliding with the wall in the first spring training game, the Reds aren't 

too banged up.  

 

“(Joe) Mantiply has had a little bit of the typical spring training tenderness," said Price. "We’re just going to be conservative with 

him for another couple of days. 

 

“Dilson Herrera has a little bit of inflammation in his right throwing shoulder. He’ll be back in there most likely on (March 4). We 

don’t see it as a major setback. It’s just part of the recovery of the surgery he had on the back of his shoulder.”  

 

 

Doc with Cincinnati Reds' Bryan Price: Want healthy pitchers? Don't pamper them 

Paul Daugherty, pdaugherty@enquirer.com  

Published 2:21 p.m. ET March 2, 2018 

 

GOODYEAR, AZ – Bryan Price has this crazy notion that the best way for a pitcher to build his arm strength is to use his arm a lot. 

Price sees all these kid pitchers temporarily donate their elbows and shoulders to medical science and he thinks it’s not because 

they’re throwing too much. It’s because they’re not throwing enough. 

 

That would make perfect sense in a world not clouded by fantastic signing bonuses for 20-year-olds, gargantuan contracts for star 

veterans and burdensome deals for guys you pray go 10-8. With all that money being tossed, teams are hyper-careful. The Dodgers 

would put Clayton Kershaw in a glass display case between starts if they could. 

 

Price suggests that’s backward thinking. You can keep your Ferrari in the garage and it’ll never blow an engine. But that’s not what 

a Ferrari is for. 

 



“We don’t condition our pitchers to throw a lot,’’ Price said, speaking of MLB generally. As a Class A minor-leaguer, Price threw 

130-pitch complete games, to build arm strength. When does that happen in 2018? “Never,’’ he says. “Anywhere.’’ 

 

If you want to see Price bristle, ask him after a game about his starting pitcher’s pitch count. 

 

Here’s what the Reds manager has urged the organization to do: More supervised throwing between starts, with less effort. At every 

level, more side work on developing pitches, less throwing 100 miles an hour. “A very reasonable approach to pitching 

development,’’ Price said. 

 

And a little iconoclastic. Baseball still worships at the altar of speed. Kids who can break a radar gun but don’t know how to pitch 

are prized. Arm injuries are way up, even as innings are way down. This isn’t the way Price wants it to be in the Reds organization. 

This matters only if you want the Reds to build an effective, healthy starting rotation. If they don’t, 2018 will look like 2017, which 

looked like ’16 and ’15, which were disastrous. 

 

Last season, the Reds were done before they started. Three starting pitchers hurt by mid-April. If any team needed to think of a 

smarter way to do things, this one did. 

 

Price can’t change the fact that 15-year-old pitchers undergoing arm surgery are bragging to their surgeons about how hard they 

throw. He can’t prevent 11-year-olds from throwing curveballs. ”Lots of damage can be done before you sign a contract,’’ Price 

notes. 

 

What he can control – what the Reds organization can manage – is a sensible way to keep injuries down and performance up. In 

organizational skull sessions during the offseason, Price emphasized more throwing and less exertion. A kid can learn a changeup 

without throwing hard. Throwing a “hard’’ changeup is an oxymoron, anyway. 

 

Says Reds bullpen coach Ted Power: “When a pitcher tries to learn something new, say a change-up, he should be playing catch 

with it for three months. Throwing more with less effort is a great idea.’’ 

 

Price says the Reds will teach what he calls “the pillars”: Fastball command, development of a breaking ball, a change-up and 

controlling the running game. “More kids are getting to the big leagues who aren’t ready, because of the power stuff,’’ says Price. 

“There are more and more good arms, and fewer pitchers who know how to pitch.’’ 

 

The Reds will allow pitching coaches at all levels some latitude. But the formula will be the same. “You have to throw the 

baseball,’’ says Price. Or as 283-game winner Jim Kaat once said, a pitcher’s arm “will rust out before it wears out.’’ 

 

Kaat threw more than 300 innings twice in his career. He threw 200-plus innings 12 times. He did not have a personal trainer, he did 

not pitch year-round as a 14-year-old. His lower body was thick, but he didn’t look like Adonis. He just threw a lot. 

 

Or as Power puts it, somewhat less delicately: “Think of the (pitchers) who had big guts back in those days.’’ 

 

“Kids can throw more innings in the minors,’’ Price says. “You can build pitchers up to take on the workloads we used to see in the 

‘80s and ‘90s when the complete game wasn’t such a novelty and you didn’t worry about a guy when he took the mound in the 8th 

inning with 97 pitches.’’ 

 

Price calls it “getting away from less is more.’’ He cites Sal Romano as an example. “Big guy that’s stayed healthy. He’s from the 

Northeast, so (year-round) baseball may have been a novelty to him.’’ 

 

Last Sept. 16 at Great American Ball Park, 6-foot-5, 270-pound Sal Romano from Syosset, N.Y., threw eight shutout innings 

against the Pittsburgh Pirates in a 2-1 Reds win. Romano threw 97 pitches and left for a pinch-hitter, not because he was gassed. He 

got the win. He wasn’t on a pitch count. 

 

THE ATHLETIC 
 

Billy Hamilton leading off isn't as bad as some may think and here's why 

Special to The Athletic 21 hours ago     

 

Joel Luckhaupt works as the statistician for Reds television broadcasts and his regular Stat of the Day feature can be heard prior to 

Reds radio broadcasts. His two books about the Reds are available at most online bookstores. Follow him @jluckhaupt on Twitter. 

 

GOODYEAR, Ariz. – Sitting in the stands at Goodyear Ballpark last week, I overheard a conversation that caught my attention. 

 



“This guy (Billy Hamilton) will be the reason Bryan Price loses his job. He shouldn’t be batting leadoff,” was the case made by one 

of the fans. It seemed like an extreme stance from my point of view – it won’t be one thing that ultimately would cost Price his job – 

but I don’t think it’s one that is uncommon among Reds fans. The fact is, though, that batting Billy Hamilton in the leadoff spot is 

not as an egregious error as it might seem. 

 

The argument should first be prefaced with the understanding that Hamilton hitting first is not ideal for the Reds. His .298 career 

OBP shows that the Reds center fielder simply makes too many outs at the plate. The National League average for OBP in 2017 was 

.325, and for players in the leadoff spot, it was .337. That’s a difference of 23 more times on base in 2017 if Hamilton had simply 

been a league average leadoff hitter. As a fan, it’s hard to see that and not think that Hamilton is miscast in his role. 

 

But Hamilton does something better than just about every other player in the league, and it’s not merely stealing bases. Hamilton 

has scored a run 40 percent of time that he reaches base since he joined the league in 2013, a rate topped by only three other players. 

Some of that obviously is the benefit of batting in front of Joey Votto regularly – the Reds first baseman drove Hamilton in 27 times 

in 2017 alone – but that’s not all it is. 

 

Even though his .334 career slugging percentage is one of the lowest in baseball during that time, Hamilton reaches scoring position 

over 51 percent of the time he gets on base. That's the highest rate in baseball and it's important. 

 

The question is though, does it make up for his inability to get on base? Some quick-and-dirty math suggests that maybe it does, at 

least a little bit. 

 

Compare Hamilton’s 2017 numbers to a few other Reds (NOTE: Data includes reaching base on a fielder’s choice or error, but not 

on a home run where the batter is driving himself in. Scoring Pos includes instances where the runner scored from first base as they 

technically passed the scoring position): 

 

Player         TOB R      R PCT Scoring Pos SP PCT 

Billy Hamilton 203 80 39% 104  51% 

Scooter Gennett 159 53 33% 74  47% 

Zack Cozart 185 56 30% 77  42% 

Eugenio Suarez 222 61 27% 85  38% 

Jose Peraza 179 45 25% 65  36% 

Scott Schebler 141 33 23% 50  35% 

Adam Duvall 192 47 24% 67  35% 

Joey Votto 293 70 24% 96  33% 

Tucker Barnhart 143 22 15% 38  27% 

 

A good comparison point for Hamilton is former Red Zack Cozart, whose .385 OBP would have fit beautifully in the leadoff spot 

and who also spent the majority of the year hitting in front of Votto and the other Reds sluggers. At the rate that Cozart scored when 

he was on base (30 percent), he’d have to have been on base another 79 times to match Hamilton’s runs scored. Even if we just 

wanted Cozart to get into scoring position as much as Hamilton, he’d still need to get on base another 65 times. 

 

That’s where Hamilton’s strength as a leadoff hitter lies. The whole goal of getting on base is to eventually score and the fact that he 

is a threat to score once he gets on base is significant. As the Cozart example shows, his “scoreability” puts him on par with players 

who reach base at a significantly higher rate. To paraphrase Dusty Baker, Billy Hamilton rarely clogs the bases. 

 

This is not a perfect evaluation and it’s certainly not intended to absolve Hamilton’s sins at the plate. While we are accounting for 

some of how his speed makes up for those sins, we are not accounting for how his extra outs at the plate end rallies and cut innings 

short, possibly leading to fewer opportunities for the more potent hitters behind him. 

 

Also, the earlier comparison short-changed Cozart for the 24 home runs that he hit in 2017, though one may argue that those home 

runs are more valuable in a lineup position where someone is more likely to be on base. Hamilton in the leadoff spot is not ideal, but 

with the skills that he has on the bases, the gap between ideal and what the Reds get is probably not as large as it may seem when 

one only looks at on-base percentage. 

 

Lineup arguments ultimately tend to be more noise than they are worth. Most studies of lineup efficiency put the difference between 

a perfect lineup and a typical lineup at 10-15 runs over the course of a season. And given the effect that Hamilton has on the bases, a 

simple switch of him and someone like Jesse Winker or Eugenio Suarez is likely on the lower end of that spectrum. 

 

Hamilton may be most suited to bat in the ninth spot in the order – a position that minimizes the number of outs he makes while still 

keeping him close to the strong hitters at the top of the order – but him leading off should not be the thing that costs Bryan Price his 

job. 
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Reds claim Jairo Labourt off waivers from Tigers 

3:40 PM ET 

Associated Press 

 

GOODYEAR, Ariz. -- The Cincinnati Reds claimed left-hander Jairo Labourt off waivers from the Detroit Tigers on Friday and 

optioned him to their minor league camp. 

 

Detroit had designated the 23-year-old reliever for assignment. He appeared in six games for the Tigers last season and had a 4.50 

ERA, walking seven in six innings. 

 

Reds right-handed starter Rookie Davis was placed on the 60-day disabled list Friday as he recovers from hip surgery. The Reds 

also assigned right-handers Barrett Astin, Ben Rowen and Domingo Tapia to their minor league camp. 

 

Transactions 
 

03/02/18  

C Ryan Hissey assigned to Toronto Blue Jays. 

RF Gene Cone assigned to New York Mets. 

IF Cito Culver assigned to Miami Marlins. 

IF Joe Dunand assigned to Miami Marlins. 

IF Hunter Owen assigned to Pittsburgh Pirates. 

C John Bormann assigned to Miami Marlins. 

IF Carter Kieboom assigned to Washington Nationals. 

OF Alejandro De Aza assigned to Washington Nationals. 

C Jeff Glenn assigned to New York Mets. 

1B Matt Oberste assigned to New York Mets. 

IF Jhoan Urena assigned to New York Mets. 

RHP Joe Harvey assigned to New York Yankees. 

New York Yankees signed free agent 1B Adam Lind to a minor league contract and invited him to spring training. 

SS Kevin Smith assigned to Toronto Blue Jays. 

CF Reggie Pruitt assigned to Toronto Blue Jays. 

LHP Bernardo Flores assigned to Chicago White Sox. 

Cincinnati Reds placed RHP Rookie Davis on the 60-day disabled list. Right hip injury. 

Cincinnati Reds claimed Jairo Labourt off waivers from Detroit Tigers. 

LHP Adam Choplick assigned to Texas Rangers. 

LHP Anderson Polanco assigned to Cleveland Indians. 

RHP Roniel Raudes assigned to Boston Red Sox. 

2B Vinny Siena assigned to New York Mets. 

LF Jayce Boyd assigned to New York Mets. 

RF Jose Miguel Medina assigned to New York Mets. 

LF Nick Sergakis assigned to New York Mets. 

  

 


